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The following pages feature a selection 
of products that are currently available 

across the design market, from large-scale 
commercial brands to smaller independent 

studios and individual designers

Our Product of the Month is the Lantern lamp 
by Hop Design found on page 121

All of the items featured 
on these pages can also 
be found in the Products 
section on our website, 
www.iconeye.com

↓ Amtico

Easy to specify, install and 
maintain, LVT flooring is the 
ideal choice for commercial 
projects. The Amtico Signature 
collection is trusted amongst 
industry professionals for both 
its technical and aesthetic 
qualities. Signature has an 
extensive product offering, with 
Wood, Stone and Abstract 
designs. With a generous wear 
layer, Signature doesn’t just 
look good; it also performs to 
the highest durability and 
maintenance standards. Amtico 
Signature helps create a vision 
for a variety of commercial 
sectors, working closely with 
architects and designers to 
meet the demands of 
commercial environments.
amtico.com

↑ Matki

Introducing the luxurious  
new Brushed Gold finish from 
Matki – utterly indulgent, this 
addition to the EauZone Plus 
Collection and Swadling 
Brassware brings a level of 
warmth to the bathroom. 
Streamlined and highly 
architectural, Matki’s 
accessories incorporate 
innovative technologies 
including the advanced 
thermostatic valve developed 
by Swadling (a Matki Company) 
to give accurate temperatures/
high flow rate. Many of Matki’s 
shower valves offer the option 
of “dual control” mixers, 
allowing control of the flow and 
temperature of water from both 
inside and outside the shower.
matki.co.uk

↓ GRAFF

The “Art of the Bath Gallery” is 
the new undertaking by GRAFF, 
making an appearance at 
Salone del Mobile. GRAFF’s new 
proposals include a complete 
presentation for the shower 
area and versatile wellness 
program. The wellness program 
includes a new range of 
modular thermostatic sets for 
control of several water outlets 
and a new range of 
showerheads. The Aqua-Sense 
shower system provides a 
multimedia experience using a 
technological touchpad, while 
the Ametis Ring supplies 
various shower settings. GRAFF 
also offers a series of modern 
and classic freestanding 
washbasins and bathtubs.
graff-faucets.com


